Connected in seconds with most modern interface solutions from Zumbach Electronics.

Switch on your connections today and build your path to Industry 4.0 with ease.

When searching the component parts for your implementation of IO-4.0, connectivity is key to your success, whether it is email related, performance measurement, machine availability, cost of manufacture, resourcing, communication, supply chain, delivery, stock control or whatever concerns your specific needs in business.

Wireless communication, USB, Ethernet TCP/IP, Profibus DP, Distributed IO, Profinet, Ethernet IP, Canbus, SMS, Can Open, MRP, MES, ERP, OPC UA, Web Interfaces, VPN, Virtual Network Computing, Power distribution, etc. are all key phrases in the connectivity area to consider in implementing any business strategy for optimization and efficiency.

ZUMBACH equips its powerful instruments with the globally recognized OPC UA standard platform. With this key technology, measurement solutions provide an easy and secure information exchange with differing systems, whether they be in the production line – business Platform system or anywhere else.

When looking to really understand your business and its inherent process’s, only through connectivity solutions can you hope to learn the truths behind how you operate and perform and onwardly apply any adaptations needed to improve.

Connectivity, unlocking the black arts to release your creativity and possibilities to set new standards.